We’ll start at 1 pm
What is new in the autumn 2022 call?

Ask & Apply webinar, 25 August 2022
Some guidelines

1. First the presentation – then questions and discussion
   The presentation takes 10 to 15 minutes and we have plenty of time for questions and discussion

2. The webinar presentation will be recorded and made available online for two weeks – Q&A and discussion will not be recorded

3. You can write questions during the presentation on Q&A
Ask & Apply webinars

Webinars in August and September:

1. What’s new in the autumn 2022 call: **Today**
2. How applications are reviewed: **Wednesday 31 August at 13–14**
3. How funding decisions are made, ask our research councils: **Wednesday 7 September at 13–14**
4. Ask Me Anything – our science advisers answer your questions: **Wednesday 14 September at 13–14**
Some general points

• The calls were **opened today**
  • Note: funding call for sport science research projects from Ministry of Education, Science and Culture will open on 31 August

• The calls will close on different dates:
  • Academy Research Fellows, Clinical Researchers, and international mobility: **28 September**
  • Academy Projects and Sport Science Research Projects: **5 October**
New features in the autumn 2022 call
New Academy Research Fellow

• Not covered in detail in this webinar

• Eligibility (2022): 2 to 9 years from the first doctorate at the time of application

• 4-year funding period

• Separate Ask & Apply webinar held in June 2022
  • Materials are available on the Academy's A&A website
New features in the application

• Research plan is attached as a PDF file
  • Maximum file size 50 MB – see technical details
  • Templates are available (MS Word, LaTeX) – see research_plan_templates
  • Line spacing is 1 (1.15 previously)
  • List of references is included in the page limit (12 pages / 15 pages for consortia)
  • The application cannot be submitted if there is
    • deviation from the pre-defined settings or section titles
    • maximum length of the research plan is exceeded

• CV can be max. 3 pages in length (2 pages previously)
Choose the appropriate research council

• To apply, research council needs to be selected
  1. Biosciences, Health and the Environment
  2. Culture and Society
  3. Natural Sciences and Engineering

• Read the research council policies before submitting your application - funding decisions are based on the policies

• The applicant has the main responsibility for the selection of an appropriate council - we do not check the selection systematically

• For more details, check out our previous webinar ‘Tips for a good application’
Thank you!